
2022 “King” of Ohio Inspection Itinerary  

 

General Rules:  
- Driver’s car must be in the inspection line and the driver (Any person can 

run the car through but we highly recommend the driver only) must be 
signed in at the inspection table by assigned inspection time.  Failure to do 
so will result in a $100 fine  

- Only the driver or person running the car through will be allowed in the 
inspection barn.  

- All cars get 1 reinspection to pass.  (One reinspection is defined as the 
second time through would be your reinspection, the next time through 
you will either be sticked or fail to pass and therefore be deemed illegal to 
participate in the show.) 

- Any car that makes the feature will not be impounded and will be aloud to 
start working on their car immediately following their heat  

- Under no circumstance can any participating car, leave the grounds 
once you have been through inspection the first time.  

- *Cars that pass first time in the King Class - Your Fix It Plates, and a welder 
will be provided in the impound barn  

- Any car that makes the feature will be allowed to purchase 4 - fix it plates at 
the Triple Apparel tent, located beside the grandstands. You cannot paint 
these plates. They can be used in any way you see fit however if you cut 
anything you lose that piece, rather than being able to relocate it.   

- You will be allowed unlimited #9 wire.  
- If you are not re-teched and stuck by your allotted time you will not run. 
- Locations for all inspections - Listed at a later date  

Thursday Inspections:  
- King 

- Noon - 9pm - (Assigned Inspection Times Only) 
- RWD Stock/FWD Stock/Youth FWD Inspection Times  

- 1pm - 10pm (Assigned Hourly Slots Only)  
- Pro-Stock Class Inspections Times 

- Noon - 10pm - (Assigned Inspection Times Only)    
Friday Inspections:  

- King/Pro-Stock Class Inspection Times 
- 7:45am to 1:45pm.  

- Pro-Stock/King Class Reinspections  
- 5pm to 10pm  
- All Thursday Inspected cars must be in the reinspection line by 6pm 
- All Friday Inspected cars must be in the reinspection line by 8pm 

- Failure to do so will result in a $100 fine  
- RWD Stock/FWD Stock/Youth FWD Inspection Times 

- 8am to 1pm  
- Reinspections are from 1pm-4pm 

- SMW Rear Wheel Drive Motor Swap Youth Class Inspection Times   
- 5PM-10PM  



2022 “King” of Ohio Inspection Itinerary  

 

Saturday Inspections:   
- Queen/Truck Class  
- Noon to 4pm  

Sunday Reinspections for the features: 
- FWD Youth/RWD Youth 

- 8am - 9am  
- FWD Stock/ RWD Stock  

- 9am - 11am 
- Pro-Stock  

- Noon-2pm 
- King Class  

- 2pm-4pm  
    

 
 


